
From: Keith Murlless kmurlless@rmrvolleyball.org
Subject: Directors: Power-1-Even Last Minute Notes

Date: January 7, 2023 at 6:43 PM
To:

Directors

1) Many coaches and parents have called to ask about the “strange” matches that appear “above” the regular schedule, when a team 
looks up their schedule for tomorrow.

These matches are the “unused (“discard”) matches that will not be played in our modified pool
They will be the 1v6, 2v4 or 3v6 matchups
They may also include “work assignments” that are no longer necessary
The TM2 program was not originally designed to “hide” these matches. We hope they will do so for us, in the future
In the example below, CJ-Doug will not play match 18R1D1P1M1, or work match G-18R1D1P1M2
It’s unfortunate that they appear as the top lines of this display
The important thing is… THEY DO NOT HAVE A COURT OR TIME ASSIGNMENT… so the team may safely ignore them
The CJ-Doug team’s first assignment is at 8am on the Aces 4 court  (match G-18R1D1P1M7)

2) Similarly, TM2 doesn’t know how to display the results of a POOL that doesn’t actually FINISH
Since we discard three matches, the computer thinks the pool is still in play, so it doesn’t “declare a winner”
Practically speaking, this means that when we finish our day, the computer WON'T RANK THE TEAMS (in the far-right column)
This means that we will rely on the pool percentages display, to determine who wins our RMR AWARD PINS

3) Our Tie-breaker protocol for the 6-on-2 format complies with USAV tie-breaker procedures, in general:
In two-way ties between two teams that DID play each other, the head to head result breaks the tie

If the two teams did not play each other, proceed as below
If 3 or more teams are tied, the logic below will be employed, in order, to determine the Division 
Winner
Total Match percentage , then Total Set Percentage, then Total Point Percentage

These metrics are reported in the pool results table at TM2
If two or more teams are exactly tied, then both receive award pins!
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4) In the display below, Colorado Elite wins the pool with a 4-0 match record
(Note that there is no final rank in the “FINISH”: column, far-right)

LVBC finishes second, with a 3-1 overall rank
If we consider the tie between NORCO and Prime, NORCO takes third based on their 50% SET PERCENTAGE

5) In this last display, VC Denver clearly wins the pool 
There is an interesting 4-way tie for 2nd however, in which four teams happen to finish with identical Match and Set %
Here, Rocky takes 2nd place, based on their 1.0511 point percentage!


